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Hurricane Ike damages, forces flight
Evacuations
disguised
blessings

Gulf storm
hits Searcy

Family twice
chased from
home to Harding

f lurricane Ike caused massive
damage last week as it plowed
through island nations in the
Caribbean Sea and highly-populated areas along the GulfCoast.
Making landfall as a category 2
hurricane, Ike killed 41 people in
Texas and Louisiana and damaged
enough property to make it the
third costliest storm on record
in the United States.
Then, Ike turned its sights
on Arkansas.
As the storm passed over
central Arkansas just after midnight Sunday, Harding's campus
sustained minor damage from
high winds and temporarily lost
power in some areas.
The most significant damage,
and the most noticeable for many
dorm residents, was caused by a
falling tree on Remington Street
near Woodruff. According the
LM OTERO I Associated Press National Weather Service, the
storm had sustained winds of40
Ken Davis looks at the erosion of the beach caused by hurricane Ike in the West End section of Galveston, Texas, Wednesday. Ike made
mph, which was too much for
landfall in Texas around 2 early Saturday morning.
the tree to withstand. It snapped
to Searcy typically takes eight evacuation.
LaRoche and R ebecca Martin, received a call from the mayor at the trunk and fell into nearby
to nine hours, but the family
Her senior year visit prompted while her family stayed at a of Dickinson telling them to power lines around 3:15 a.m.
evacuate - after the family had Sunday. Many buildings on
was still in H ouston eight hours Crowder to attend Harding, and local hotel.
campus suddenly went dark.
after they left their home, and she is currently a junior nursing
This weekend, Hannah begun the trip to Searcy.
The Crowders arrived at the
"About 60 percent of the
the trip took them 24 hours to major. Crowder said she recalls Crowder, Sarah's younger sister,
observing theater and choir and stayed with her in Shores Dorm, Heritage Inn early Friday morn- campus was affected," the head
complete.
Crowder said she believes watching the crew for "Beauty and while the rest ofthe family stayed ing after a 12- hour drive. Many of Harding's Physical Resource
at the Heritage Inn.
residents in the greater H ouston department, Danny DeRamus,
several people chose not to leave the Beast" construct the set.
said.
Sarah's dad, Tom, her mom, area evacuated preceding the
last week because they had bad
She stayed in the dorm rooms
D eRamus said he received a
see IKE page 3a
experiences during the Rita of friends from home, Aubrey Paula, and her two siblings
call from Public Safety concerning the power outage just before
5 a.m. and immediately began
coordinating the response.
"When security called me, I
By ASHTON REELY chance to "write the script
called
Entergy,"DeRamus said,
student reporter of their own lives." Contrato Entergy Arkansas,
referring
dicting America's critics, he
the
company
that manages
writes
with
an
immigrant's
The American Studies Institute begins this
electricity for all of Searcy.
year's distinguish ed lecture series with fo rmer understanding ofthis country
After the Searcy fire depolicy analyst and author Dinesh D 'Souza, who and measures America not
partment
determined that the
will speak in the Benson Auditorium Tuesday, against utopia, but against
downed power lines and utility
th e rest of the world.
Sept. 23.
pole did not pose a significant
Another New York Times
A former policyanalyst in the Reagan White
Mass Communication, Oral
safety
threat, DeRamus called
H ouse, D'Souza has been called one of the "top best-seller, "Illiberal EducaCommunication and Theatre.
in
Entergy
crews to make the
D'SOUZA
tion:
The
Politics
of
Race
young public-policy makers in the country" by
Each department and division
necessary repairs.
and
Sex
on
Campus"
was
the
Investor's
Business
Daily
and
was
named
one
of
has its own director.
Meanwhile, the majority of
America's most influential conservative thinkers first to shine a light on the political correctness
"It means, in reality, that
students
slept soundly through
phenomenon, placing it on a list of the most
by The New York Times Magazine.
problems Dr. James would
the
blackout.
Freshman James
influential
books
of
the
1990s.
D 'Souza's books have influenced public opinion
be dealing with is what I will
he
woke up just in
Easter
said
His latest book, "What's So Great About
and helped jump-start public policies. In 2007,
deal with," said Robin Miller,
time
to
feel
his
air
conditioning
he released "The Enemy at H ome: The Cultural Christianity," is said to be the 21st-century's version
Director of the Theatre Divigoing
dead.
Left and Its Responsibility for 9/11." In 2002, of C.S. Lewis'"Mere Christianity."Though heapsion within the college. "As a
"It just started getting really
"What's So Great About America" made the proaches Christianity skeptically, he demonstrates
dean, he will be picking up
hot and muggy," Easter said.
equal
skepticism
toward
the
other
side.
He
asks
New
York
Times
best-seller
list.
new responsibilities."
Originally from
In the book, D 'Souza argues that, more than deep, thought- provoking questions
The D epartment ofComsee STORM page 3a
see ASI page 3a
any other country, America allows people the
m uni ca tio n Scie nces and
Disorders has just recently
rejoined the communication
college. It had, briefly, split off
into its own division. With the
advent of the college's establishment, they have returned
to their original position.
"It's really not a huge
change," said Rebecca W eaver,
chair of the Department of
Communication Sciences and
Disorders. "Our biggest change
comes from the fact that we
are growing and that we added
a graduate program."
There are p lans to add
a graduate program to the
College of Communication as
well. Ifa program is added, the
college will need to hire more
staff members to its growing
number - the college already
added two faculty members
this semester.
"We're looking forward to
strengthening our efforts that
allow our students to be more
than entry-level job candidates,"
said Jack Shock, Director of
the Mass Communication
Division.
Regardless ofthe talks about
further change, most faculty
and students agree not much
changed past the name.
"I don't notice any difference
except I have a whole lot more
meetings,"James said, "and I
TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
get a free lunch with the deans
A student looks at information for Global Outreach at the World Tour, a showcase of mission opportunities held in the Mclnteer Bible
every Thursday."
Building rotunda Sept. 17.

By JORDAN BAILEY
student reporter
Hurricane evacuations are
a part of life for Harding students like Sarah Crowder from
D ickinson, Texas. Dickinson is
locatea approximately halfWay
between Houston and Galves• ton, where hurricane Ike made
landfall Friday night.
Crowder and her family
moved to Dickinson from Edmond, Okla., in June 1998. The
family has evacuated twice - in
2005 during Hurricane Rita and
last week during hurricane Ike
- and both times they visited
Harding.
Hurricane Rita occurred
during Crowder's senior year
of high school. Crowder was
interested in attending Harding,
and her family chose to turn the
evacuation into an opportunity
to visit the campus.
Evacuating during hurricane
Rita was a lengthy process because,
in the aftermath of hurricane
Katrina, a large percentage of
the population felt compelled to
, leave. The trip from Dickinson

By BLAKE MATHEWS
news ed itor

Department of
Communication
now a college
By MICHAEL BROOKER
student reporter

:I

The D epartment ofCommunication became its own
college Aug. 25. The college
was formerly a department
in the College of Arts and
Humanities, but it has now
broken off as a result of its
growth.
"It signifies an upg rade
in status to college level,"
Dr. Mike James, dean of
the college, said. "Because of
[the department's] size and
prominence at the university
and number of students and
majors it serves, we needed
to change."
The shift has been in the
works for about a year. Initially
suggested by James, the idea
had to be approved by the
university's cabinet of vice
presidents and the board of
trustees, and finally Harding
President David Burks.
Even with the switch to
college status, few ch anges
are evident. Many students
majoring in communications
said they can't point out any
alteration in how the department functions.
"I haven't noticed any difference,"junior advertising major
Nate Woessner said, "but I'm
pretty cool with it."
J ames said the ch ange
to college status has altered
various duties.
"It changes the hierarchy
ofadministration,"James said.
"We were formerly under Arts
and Humanities as a department; now we are at the same
level, and I report directly to
Dr. Larry Long."
N ow that it is a college,
communications has been
divided into four areas: the
D epartment of Communication Sciences and Disorders,

ASI series to open with author

Miss ions World Tour
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Environmentalists dress
as bears, protest drilling
A bill approved by
Democrats on Tuesday
could allow for oil drilling
50 miles off of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
Each week this summer, House Republicans
held news conferences
calling for offshore drilling. They were often met
OFFSHORE 01 L
outside the Capitol by
environmentalists, some
DRILL
dressed in polar bear
costumes to protest Arctic drilling.
But the recent Democratic decision has formed
a crack in the environmental allegiance.
Some support drilling because of the financial
relief that it will bring to families, along with the
cutting down on subsidies paid to oil companies.
Others feel it is a violation of the environment, and
will pollute coasts and beaches.

Chinese infants
poisoned, three dead
The third infant death caused by contaminated
formula was reported by Chinese officials Wednesday.
In response, the Mengniu Dairy Group, China's
largest milk producer, recalled three batches of
formula after testing revealed that the formula contained melamine, the same chemical involved in a
pet food recall last year that caused the illness and
death of thousands of animals in the United States.
At least 6,200 other children became ill after
ingesting the milk and over 1,300 have been hospitalized due to malnutrition, kidney stones and acute
renal failure.
Although hazardous if ingested, the chemical is
sometimes added to food as a way to make products appear to be rich in protein.
Two brothers were arrested Monday after it was
revealed that the raw milk they had been selling to
a formula production company had been watered
down and tainted with a chemical that fooled quality checks.

Google prepares to
release '~ndroid" phone
Google's first mobile
device, HTC Dream,
which uses Android technology, will be introduced
on September 23rd by
T-Mobile in New York.
Expected to arrive
in stores this October,
the "smart phone" has
features similar to popular
devices like the Blackberry HTC "DREAM"
and the iPhone. T-Mobile is
hoping that the device, estimated to be $199, will
attract the consumer market with its price and data
service.
Anticipated features include a touch-screen
and pull-out full keyboard. Android, Google's new
operating system, supports applications such
as Google search and Google Maps, and a Web
browser.
China Mobile and Sprint also plan on developing
Android-run phones.

Cellular signal expands
in national park
To balance conflicting demands for cell phone
service and the preservation of nature's tranquility, Yellowstone National Park officials released a
plan Wednesday to allow wireless service in the
park.
The pmposal includes a limited increase in coverage, and provides for wireless Internet and cell
service in developed areas with hotels and stores.
The increase in wireless communication will
have almost no effect on endangered species or
the wilderness.
The plan also calls for a relocation of the
cellular tower that is visible from the Old Faithful
geyser. It will be moved to a more discrete location , out of sight from the park's most popular
attraction.

NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
A student performs kung fu during the Moon Festival celebration last Friday. Inclement weather forced ceremony attendees off the front
lawn and into the cafeteria.

"If it would make people
happy, shoQt me in the
head with a .45. Do it
legally."
- Richard Cooey, a
double murderer who is scheduled for execution in Ohio next
month. He claims that the lethal
injection procedure is not a humane form of execution because
his deep veins are too hard to
reach.

"The fact that I'm a woman doesn't make me a
weak leader."
-Tzipi Livni, Israeli
foreign minister, chosen as the
leader of the Kadima party on
Wednesday. Her goal is to become prime minister and pursue
peace with the Palestinians.

Toothpaste does
more than just
prevent cavities.
Get the most out
of your tube with
these 10 littleknown uses for
toothpaste.

"Hearing of these plans,
you have to stop to catch
your breath. But upon
reflection, the alternatives
are much worse."
- Charles Schumer,
Democratic Senator in response
to the U.S. Federal Reserve's $85
billion to bail out the American
International Group, the world's
largest insurance company.

28,860,040
- Number of Facebook users in the United States as
of August 15, 2008

- Jose Mugrabi, New
York art dealer, after his art
show in which Damien Hirst
was paid $127 million for 54
works of art.

3. Put a layer of toothpaste on minor burns
for an instant cooling
sensation.
4. Polish silver or gold
jewelry and gemstones
using a soft bristle
toothbrush and toothpaste. (do not use on
pearls)

,,

5. Use toothpaste as
spackle to fill in small
nail or tack holes in
walls.

I

2. Reduce itching and
swelling from a mosquito bite by dabbing the
area with toothpaste.

- Carlos Silliman, victim
of Hurricane Ike, describing the
simple luxuries he wanted while
standing outside of his damaged
home in Galveston Island, TX.

"Land is livelihood; it's not
"Today people believe
more in art than the stock just property."
- Medha Patkar, Indian
market."
activist who is against large in-

1. Remove scratches
from DVDs and CDs by
gently polishing with
toothpaste, then rinsing
with water.

"A good bath would be
nice. Have the fire department swing by and spray
us down. I'm ready to
have a cold beer and read
the paper."

6. Scrub grout with a
toothbrush and toothpaste, or use it to shine
and clean bathroom

dustrial projects. Due to a peasant uprising, Indian conglomerate Tata has had to suspend
work on a plant and may have to
stop efforts permanently.

fixtures.
6. Remove stains like
ink or lipstick from
clothing by rubbing
toothpaste into the stain
and rinsing. Repeat the
process until stain is
removed.
7. Clean the rubber
sides of tennis shoes by
scrubbing with a toothbrush and toothpaste.

from hands or dishes by
rubbing with toothpaste
and rinsing with water.
10. Clear up a zit by
putting a small dab of
toothpaste on it overnight. (not recommended for sensitive skin)
You can also put it on
a nail brush and clean
under your fingernails.

8. Remove build up
from a clothes iron by
scrubbing with a cloth
and non-jell toothpaste.
9. Remove strong odors
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New schedule
shifts graduation
Fall ceremony to be held
five days before Christmas
By BLAKE MATHEWS
news editor
With Harding's fall semester
starting later than usual this year,
there has been concern about the
possibility of losing days from
the academic schedule. Would
the calendar have to be revised?
Would breaks be shortened to
make up for lost classroom time,
leaving students less time to visit
family and friends?
However, students have
nothing to be worried about.
Although school did not start
until Aug. 25 this semester, no
changes will be made to the
calendar because there is no
need, according to the Office
of Academic Affairs.
"We don't start late," Dr.
Larry Long, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, said. "So, the
calendar really didn't change."
He said the extra week of
summer would have no effect
on the lengths ofThanksgiving
Break, and the new one-day Fall
Break will still be observed.
What many students may not
know is that Harding does not
actually pick when the semester
will start.
"The fact that the 25th of
August was our first day ofclass
has nothing to do with August,"
Long said. "It has only to do
with December."
He said the semester schedule
is essentially made from end to
beginning, counting backward
from a predetermined date at
the end of the semester to find
the first day of school.
For the fall, that predetermined date is the day of fall
graduation.
"We start 18 weeks from the
projected date of graduation,"
L o ng said.
Always the Saturday before
Dec.25, the date for fall graduation is not the same from year to
year, a complication Long referred
to as "calendar creep."
''A certain date rolls through
the days of the week, and the
Saturday before Christmas got
all the way up to the 20th this
year," he said.
Long said with graduation so
close to Christmas, he anticipates
some difficulties for seniors
graduating this fall, especially
those who have to travel home

after walking across the stage.
"December the 20th is probably too late for graduation, for
convenience' sake," Long said.
"That pushes people too close
to Christmas for them to get
home after graduation."
The late graduation date
also poses a problem for the
Registrar's Office, which handles
grades, processes diplomas and
performs a variety ofother services
immediately after the semester
ends. This fall, they'll be working
under a far more constraining
schedule to get grades recorded
before graduation.
Grades are normally turned
in the Monday after graduation,
which falls on Dec. 22 this year.
Janice Hurd of the Registrar's
Office said the staff will have
to alter their vacation plans
this Christmas in order to not
fall behind.
"We won't be able to complete
all of the functions needed at
the end of the term during two
days," Hurd said.
While most students will
be off campus and on break by
Dec. 19, the Registrar's Office
staff will probably work on
Christmas Eve and during the
days between the Dec. 25 and
New Years Eve.
Hurd said she has requested
that faculty submit their final
grades on the day of graduation
to give her office extra time.
Dec. 20 is the latest the
university will allow graduation
to take place.
Although the calendar is set
years in advance, "we check it
every once in a while to see if
anything has changed relative
to our schedule," Long said.
He also said next time graduation falls on the 20th, he might
look into tweaking the calendar
in order to end the semester a
week earlier.
"I think the next time the 20th
is a possibility, we'll probably
push it back and count 18 weeks
from [Dec.] 13," he said.
According to the calendar
on Harding's offical website,
the spring semester "vill start on
Jan. 12, giving students a three
week-long Christmas break.

STORM:

on a mobile home in Poinsett County.
At Harding, the winds tore through the
trees and left branches scattered all over
campus. When the maintenance crews came
back to work on Monday, DeRamus said, he
set about the task of clearing away as much
of the debris as possible. By Wednesday,
almost all of the stray branches had been
collected and set aside for the city of Searcy
to use in making mulch.
One issue that remains unresolved for
the time being is the roof ofthe Shores residence hall, which lost a significant number
of shingles to Ike's winds. DeRamus said
Shores "took the brunt" of the gusts because
of its position in relation to the storm.
"You get a building tilted just a few
degrees into that wind, and it can take the
shingles off or not even bother it much,"
DeRamus said.
He said the extent of the damage at
Shores was caused not only on the angle
of the building, but also the age of the
shingles.
"It was getting time for them to be
replaced," he said. "[The wind] just helped
a little."
The student body at large seemed to
treat the storm as an inconvenience at
worst. Many slept through the entire
stormy night. However, DeRamus said he
believes the campus "dodged a pretty good
bullet there."
Harding has three "power feeds" supplying it with electricity, De Ramus said.
In the event that these feeds fail, I larding
owns three diesel-powered generators:
one in the Benson Auditorium, one in the
Administration building and one in the
Mclnteer building.
Where Harding should count its blessings,
DeRamus said, is in the fact that only the
power feed on Remington was damaged.

Damage creates difficulties

CONTINUED from page 1
storm, and several cities had
mandatory evacuations. Dickinson only required evacuation for
citizens in low-lying areas.
On Monday at 8 a.m., the
Crowders headed home to assess
the damage and clean up.
"It's different for me because,
being here, I don't have to go back
and clean up the mess, but my
family does," Crowder said.
Hurricane preparation includes purchasing nonperishable
foods and bottled water, finding
ice for food and medications,
boarding up windows and, in
some cases, evacuation.
The after-effects of strong
storms like Ike include debris,
wind and water damage and
lack of electricity.
According t o the Houston
Chronicle, the many residents
in the Houston area currently
without electricity may be
waiting for up to four weeks
for power.

"You don't realize how
dependent you are on electricity until you don't have it,"
Crowder said.
The Crowder's electricity was restored Tuesday, and
Sarah's family is keeping her
informed about the progress
of cleaning up and resuming
normal activities.
Crowder said she and her
family arc attempting to find
good in the midst of chaos.
The visit to Harding in
2005 allowed Crowder to
explore the camp us and learn
more about opportunities for
students.
Water damage from Ike
might force them to redo the
kitchen floors, a project they
have wanted to accomplish for
some time, and Crowder said she
enjoyed visiting with her family
during their time here.
"It's a blessing in disguise,"
Crowder said. "You have to see
the silver lining in order to not
be depressed about it."
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Wind takes down powerline, darkens campus, removes shingles

CONTINUED from page 1
Oklahoma, he said he wasn't "freaked out"
by the extreme weather. For Easter and
other students, Ike was more of a headache
than a threat.
"I couldn't make my morning coffee,"
senior Kim Taylor said, "so my day was
shot."
The power outage silenced alarm clocks,
depleted the supply of hot water and made
many students choose between skipping
church services and getting ready in the
dark.Junior Jessica Roper said she and her
friends made some changes to their Sunday
morning routine, applying makeup in the
car "because there was no way we could sec
in the mirrors."
"We had to sit there in the parking lot
for an extra five mmutes,just ... primping,"
she said.
Around 3 that afternoon, Entergy crews
completed their repairs and power was
restorl:d to the campus. By then, many residents had assessed the situation and found
ways to cope with the blackout. Students
flocked to the student center and Brackett
Library, both of which did not lose power
during the storm, to do homework and
charge laptop computers.
"[It was] my first time in the library,"
Easter said. "Kind of forced, because they
had energy in there."
After the lights came back on across
campus, Easter and much of the student
body returned to business as usual.
However, the damage from Ike's winds
extended far beyond a utility pole on
Remington Street. Eight thousand people
in Searcy lost power during the storm,
compared with 250,000 statewide. The
National Weather Service confirmed that
five tornadoes touched down in Arkansas,
and one death was reported after a tree fell

IKE:
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Salon Milan

Payless ShoeSource
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ASI:

Although this knocked out power in most
dorms and several other buildings, places
where environment-sensitive materials are
stored, such as the Pryor-England Science
and Engineering Building and the Center
for Health Sciences, were spared. A loss of
electricity in any of these places could have
damaged the materials inside.
"It wasn't the cafeteria, thank goodness,"
he said.
DeRamus said in addition, s tudents
should not assume that companies like
Entergy treat Harding any differently
than their other customers. Although the
response from the electricity provider came
quickly, he said he believes it was purely a
business move.
"They aren't waiting on Harding University," he said.
He said rather, Entergy's decision was
based on how many customers could be
helped in the quickest manner possible.
"They knew they could fix that one pole
and get three or four thousand people back
in power."
Deputy Director of Public Safety Kevin
Davis said he agrees.
"I don't think we got any special treatment," he said. "I think they had enough
personnel standing by to handle it."
Harding has an emergency management
committee and written plan for "any type of
emergency that may happen on campus," he
said. "Nothing was ever out of control."
The roof of Shores will require outside
contractors to repair. Harding has already
begun accepting bids for the job, but much
work outside campus remains to be done
in the wake of hurricane Ike.
"They are as busy as we are, in trying to
get stuff done,' DeRamus said. "We have
to wait on them to finish, and then they'll
come and do us."

Education on issues important

CONTINUED from page 1
about faith that will leave
readers affirming that there
really is something great about
Christianity.
Senior Paige Parkey, the
executive vice-president of
the ASI Distinguished Students, said college is a time
for students to find out what
they believe.
"As college students, we are
in arguably the most mentally
formative years of our lives,"
Parkey said. "Therefore, it is
important that we educate
ourselves on all aspects of a
topic - especially Christianity
and politics."
Parkey also said people will
never be able to truly stand
firm on either side of a topir
if they only have information
on and understand a single
side of the issue.
Dr. Bob Recly, associate
executive director of the

American Studies Institute,
said D'Souza's enlightenment
about the upcoming election
might provide students with the
information they need to make
an intelligent decision.
"I think that all of us
should be as informed as we
can be about the candidates,"
Reely said. "It is difficult to
get substantial information
on each candidate, and I
think D'Souza, given his
experience as a writer for
Reagan and the work he did
for the Hoover Institution at
Stanford, will provide us with
that information."
D'Souza will speak on
"l\kCain, Obama and the
War on Terror" Tuesday,
Sept. 23, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Benson Auditorium. The
presentation is free and open
to the public, and there will
be a book signing following
the presentation.
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely fi nanced by students, seeking to provide high-quality journalistic discussion of issues of
concern to the Harding community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned
in the classroom.
The Bison recognizes its responsibility to be accurate and objective in its
reporting while upholding the Christian ideals for which Harding exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
student perspectives, welcoming letters to the editor which adhere to ethical and professional standardsand are
no more than 300 words in length.
Signed columns appearing in the
Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official policy of
the Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent
the view of the editorial board.
The Bison is published by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72 149. Subscription rate: $1 O per year.
Periodical postage (USPS 577600)
paid at Searcy, AR721 43. Postmaster: Send address changes to Harding University Box 111 92, Searcy, AR
72149-0001.

LETTER POLICY
The Bison welcomes your views
on issues of interest to the Harding
community.
Letters must be signed, contain a
phone number for verification and
be no more than 300 words. The
Bison reserves the right to edit letters
for style, clarity and brE>vity.
Letters to the editor may be
submitted to HU Box 11192.

New Barber Shop in Searcy Offers Men Pampering Without Embarassment

L

ast week I got an advertisement
in the mail for a new barbershop opening soon in Searcy. It
promotes itself as "the ultimate justfor-guys haircut experience" and features attractive female stylists dressed
in jogging suits and referee outfits.
H aircuts come with an upper back
massage, hot face towel and massaging shampoo. Large screen TVs play
sports nonstop while you groom. No
appointment is needed. Clearly chis
place is designed fo r che guy who
wanes a little pampering wich his
buzz cut but who doesn't really want
anyone to see his Ford F 150 parked
outside of a day spa.
Before I go any further, I need to
pause to give a brief history of pampering. Men, of course, discovered
pampering about 8,000 years ago and
have been taking full advantage of it
ever since. I know chat it is no longer
kosher to stereotype cavemen, but
paintings recently discovered in Lascaux, France, show a primitive man
(homo slackiens) eating grapes out of
the hand of a prim itive woman , who
- though it is hard to cell - may
in face be rolling her eyes. En abled
mostly by their o bliging mo thers,
men have continued co associate
world domination with being waited
o n hand and foot.
Women , by contrast, only discovered pampering around 19 10, when
the first day spa opened in New York
C icy. H ealing springs had been available centuries before chat, of course,
at such pilgrimage sites as Lo urdes,
Bath and H oc Springs, but never
before had someone though t co offer
mineral water treatments fo r women
alongside massages, body wraps,
ex.foliatio ns, mudpacks, canning,
waxing, manicures, hydrotherapy,

Guest

Space

Francophobes, Be Gone!

Time to Lay Off the French and Give Credit Where Credit is Due

T

he o ther day I overheard
someone m aking a jab at
the French. I d idn't hear the
whole thing, but it had somethi ng
to do with their supposed lack of
will to lead - the usual allusion
to the French as wussies. Sec aside
from the historical inaccuracy of
such a tasteless and uno riginal statement, isn't it abo ut time we declare
the French jokes over?
I mean, seriously, France, the
bi rthplace of modern democracy,
our one and o nly ally d uring the
American Revo lut io n and the cultural and p hilosophical hu b of t he
world . I say to you friends, be done
wi th it! H isto rical reasoning no twithst anding, there is good reason
to buy into the modern poli tical
realities. H ere's a brief explana tion
o f why Fran ce sh ould no longer be
a t the receiving end of o ur exhausted jokes, but at the fo refront of o ur
p raise.
France, under the p ro-U.S.
progress ive leadership of President
N icolas Sarkozy, has been transforming the way it does business
around the globe. Wirh Sarkozy ar
the hel m, France made its finishing
touches o n a completely overhauled
fo reign policy doctrine earlier this
year. At the heart of this nouvelle
doctrine are France's military and
intelligence o bjectives of combating
glo bal terro rism through counterinsurgency and global cooperation.

Seeking
Universal
Respect

is year is my fourth year at Harding, my senior year. Throughout my three years here, I have
enjoyed Harding marvelously. But I
have also noticed a disturbing practice
appear more and more often. The trend
I am referring to is the practice of attacking ideas or opinions that oppose
those of a group of people.
Many of us have seen some example
of this, and some reading this may
have been victims of it. While no one
has accused others of coming from a
background of"rum, Romanism and
rebellion," there have been other, equally
derogatory statements from and about
"both" sides of the political spectrum
(because we all know there are only two
ways co think about anything). Political
views, however, are not the only target of
this revolting practice. I have personally
heard religious belie&, ranging from
religions or systems of belief completely
outside Christianity to a slightly different view on how a passage in the Bible
is to be tak1:n, be disparaged and their
proponents
vilified all for lack of motivaSalon in Alexandria, Va., customers
tion
on
the
part
of the listener to practice
pay $50 for a half-hour pedicure
MICHAEL CLAXTON
simple courtesy or "the joy of underchat rakes place in a fish tank. Yes,
standing," which is the ''noblest pleasure
it seems char rhe fastest way to reof them all," according co <la Vinci.
move dead skin is to have hundreds
What bothers me most about the
of tiny carp nibble ir off while
series
of incidents I have witnessed is
customers relax and hope no one
nor simply they happened, but that
sees them reading "People" magathey happened at a Christian university.
zine. So co be clear, this treatment
"Yes, it seems that the fastest requires a clienc to put her feet into Both of those descriptive words should
way to remove dead skin is
a tank full of fish, and then watch
seemingly preclude closed minds and
to have hundreds of tiny carp as the little guys go to town on hors inconsiderate attitudes, but somehow
nibble it off while customers
they srill exist here, which illuminates
d'oeuvres of flakes and calluses.
relax and hope no one sees
Called "doctor fish," these Pisces
an incongruity in the actions of some of
them reading " People"
podiatrists have long been used
those here at school.
magazine."
in Asia, but have only now been
In Acrs, Paul shows an understandintroduced to Americans seeking
ing of both Athens' history and culture
new pampering thrills. According
as he presents his case at the Areopagus
aromatherapy, hypnotherapy and
co an Associated Press arricle from
in rhe manner of the Greeks. Later in
a high-gloss finish for the coenails.
July, more than 5,000 customers
Frazzled moms and stressed busiJerusalem, he quiets an angry Jewish
so far have given the "human bait"
nesswomen realized chat if Calgon
mob by speaking to them in a way they
approach a cry.
couldn't take them away, the day
were accustomed to. Had he been ignoHow exactly does one discover a
spa could. So despite the 7 ,900-year
rant of culture and irreverent of others'
thing like this? Did some spa mandivide in pampering experience
beliefs, he would not have gotten either
ager tr} o ut different species on some
between men and women, because
crowd to even listen, much less consider
unwtning customer until hitting on
of the sheer number of hou rs women
his message. And is that not what we,
the
right fishy formula?
have logged in spas - especially in
as Christians, wish to do? If we expect
SPA MANAGER: OK, that
the last two decades - they could
anyone ro listen to us, we must listen to
didn't work. Let's take the piranhas
virtually erase the gap by lace next
chem. Aside from purely making sense,
out and try some guppies. Don't
summer.
it hearkens back to "do unto others as
worry, sir. We sell extra roes up front,
Always the intrepid journalist, I
you would have them do unto you."
nexc to the shea butter.
did an online investigation into the
As for universities, they have rradiASSISTANT MANAGER:
pampering chat goes on at a day spa.
tionally
been places of free exchange of
Maybe we need co cancel that hamThe options are apparently endless.
ideas
and
reasoned sifring of differing
merhead shark.
Women can have hot rocks placed
viewpoints.
The very idea of a liberal arts
All this aquatic pampering talk is
on their backs, or a mustard pack
education
is
not so much to teach stugiving me a headache. I'm heading
and cucumber slices placed on their
dents what ideas or practices are correct
for
a
day
spa
co
try
out
the
latest
snail
eyelids.
and what ones wrong, but to teach chem
neck rub. It takes a while, but I hear
There is nothing like turning your
how to think and reason for themselves,
it's worth it.
face into a sandwich, so I'm told, to
so
they will evencually come to a point to
really bring out rhe shine in tired
know
when an idea is sound or foolish
MICHAEL
CLAXTON
is
an
as
skin. But now there is a new trend
through careful consideration. To try
sistant professor of English and a
chat c¥es spa pampering to a unique
to force others, ~pecially students in a
frequent contributor to the Bison
and bizarre level. I'm talking about
university setting, co think or believe a
and may be contacted at mclaxthe fish pedicure.
certain
way is to fly in the face of the
to
1@harding.edu
At the Yvonne Hair and Nails
entire reason to anend a university. I can
chink of no more inappropriate place for
an atmosphere ofinteUecrual intolerance
and purposeful ignorance.
This institution has always been
based around a set ofvalues and ideals,
and it is right for everyone who professes
to believe chem to support and protect
conflict between Georgia (rhe
them. But when the acrs of those trying
STEVEN C. DENmY country, nor the state) and Russia,
to protect their belie& lead co erecting
- - - - - - - - - Sarkozy served as the crucial mediabarriers to rational discussion, whether
tor in striking up a vital cease-fire
intentionally or unintentionally, they
and an eventual peace deal between
have gone coo far. InreUeccual freedom is
the two warring nations.
important to a person's growth as both
Sarkozy has also been a key actor
a Christian and a human. America's
- - - - - - - in another crucial affair: the Arabfreedoms are always touted: freedom
lsraeli conflict Earlier this month
of religion, of speech, from fear. These
"However, I will say that
Sarkozy served as a bridge for
are what our country is based on, but
France, in the future, will
indirect peace ralks between Syria
all have been compromised at some
serve as one of America's
and Israel centered on the disputed
time in the past, taken from people,
closest and most valuable
Golan Heights territory.
beaten down. Bue there is one freedom
allies in an uncertain
I wouldn't go as far co say that
that
cannot be regulated: freedom of
and volatile international
Sarkozy is any Louis XIV, or that
thought.
structure."
France is reasserting a NapoleonicHaving an uncompromising belief
type of tnternational power. No,
or
faith
in a thing does not mean one is
chat would be absurd.
T his new counterinsurgency focus
deaf and blind ro all ocher alternatives;
However, I will say that France,
replaced the arcane doctrine of
by examining and understanding others'
in the future, will serve as one of
preparation for total war with major
worldviews,
your own grows stronger
America's closest and most valuable
countries - apparenrly, after two
as
your
belief
is reaffirmed through reaallies in an uncertain and volatile
world wars fought on French soil,
soned
thought.
Understanding only one
international structure. So, do the
they were a bit overprotective.
aspect of an issue forces a person into a
French a favor and lay off. It's
In addition to the new military
stifling paradigm of senseless resistance
about rime. At rhe very least, be
and intelligence objectives, Sarany time he or she is confronted with
original - make fun at the Ruskozy has placed great emphasis on
seemingly
opposing ideas. Belie& are not
sians or someone similar; at least
rebuilding a strong relationship bestatic
and
should
be consrantly re-extween France and the United Scates, chose Red-Russkies are our sworn
amined, co either discover more support
enemies,
right?
emphasizing the similar values and
To my Russian friends, you know for chem or chat you were wrong. And
objectives of the country's cross
maybe that is why those intolerant of
I'm
only kidding.
Atlantic ally.
differing ideas feel the way they do.
Sarkozy has also been able to
fill an international void (left by a
JEREMY WATSON serves as the
STEVEN C. DENNEY is a guest
Un ited States' occupation) with a
editor in chief for the 2008-2009 Bicontributor
for
the
Bison
and
two-front struggle against another
son. He may contacted at jwatson@
may
be
contacted
at
sdenney@
civilization - known otherwise as
harding.edu
hard
i
ng.edu
rhe war on terrorism. In the recent
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SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH

THE QUOTE
" You know, th ere's been tremendo us turmo il in o ur fi nancial markets
and Wall Street and it is -- peopl e are fri ghtened by t hese events. O ur
economy, I think, still the fund amentals of o ur economy are stro ng.
But these are very, very difficul t t imes."
- JOHN McCAIN, U.S. Senator from Arizona and Republican presidential nominee at a
campaign stop in Jacksonville, Fla., on Monday.
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All that
glitters
isn't green
and gold

T

his past summer, at home
within the borders of
Wisconsin, I - a proud
Cheesehead - had continually
directed my attention to the buzz
Editor's Note: The following column
had wives and children too.
Socrates said, "The unexamined
surrounding the Green Bay Packers'
CHARLES BABB
is the first ofa series on connecting
He looked the owner of the comlife is not worth living."
iconic quarterback Brett Favre. On
with the history ofthe Restoration
pany in the eye and told him, "If you
If true, then only once we
August 4, then, my eyes were glued to
Movement.
aren't going to do che job safe and do
know - truly know - our spiritual
the TV as Favre prepared to transfer
everal years ago, my father
it right, do it without me."
ancestors may we begin accurate
his allegiance from the Packers to the
and I were repairing my
He quit on the spot, walking
self-reflection and examination.
New York Jets, trading his famous
house in Mississippi. H ouses
away from a job rhat would have
Only then may we understand how
green-and-gold "number 4" jersey for
require maintenance, and this
made his life easier, better, and
we express our faith. Only then can
a green-and-white one. That same
one had serious problems. While
would have fed his family every
we fully experience the faith which
day, just as Packer fans lost their
we labored, he told me about my
Apparently, my grandfather
night.
was, is and will forever be the fount
MVP star of 16 years, a new glittering
had (for once) chanced upon an
grandfather.
That's when I realized a man I
of power in our lives - and tell the
green-and-gold entity entered the
never really knew had shaped me.
I never really knew my grandfaexcellent job working construcstories to those who follow.
Wisconsin scene, this one, too,
ther; I grew up hun dreds of miles
tion. They were digging a hole,
You see, I still hear my dad's
This year I will be telling those
garnering much media attention.
away from him. We visited, but it
but when he showed the company voice ringing in my ears, "Son, do
Despite its half inch length, this
stories - stories of tragedy, triumph
wasn't the same. H e wasn't the type
owner it was unsafe, the owner
it right, or don't do it at all." If I
mecallic "green menace," the invasive
and trust in the Lord.
to talk on the phone or write. He
said, "Keep digging." Grandpa
heard it once, I heard it hundreds
Emerald Ash Borer insect, attracted
Please join me as we rediscover
was only able to attend school until told him he would not get back
of times. Patience and perfection
anention for all the wrong reasons,
men and women who have long
were d ual virtues for him, bur my
the third grade; I still have the only into the hole until it was properly
most notably as a potential death
passed from th is life on to their
· father simply inherited this from
letter he sent me before he passed
braced.
threat to the state's estimated 740
reward.
away - words misspelled but writThe owner liked my grandfather
his father before him.
million ash trees - a threat chat
Let us share and learn who we
and made him an offer. "Charles,
ten in love.
This is pare of who I am, but
would affect tourism, the forest
are and th e spiritual debt we owe
I'll tell you what I'm gonna do. I'll
H is was a poor fam ily in a time
the question is not who I am, but
products industry and community
to those who co urageously faced
of poverty. Grandpa was a master
make you foreman so you don't
rather, who are you?
health.
This invasive species was
their inner demons and the raging
plumber bur frequently resorted
have ro get in that hole - have the
Do yo u know?
detected
in the U.S. in 2002, a
lions of their culture to surrender
co odd jobs when work was short.
other men dig it."
Truly know?
probable
stowaway hidden in wood
to and serve the Lord.
They sometimes lived in small, broFor a man with eight children
If you are fortunate, you might
packing materials from China and
Join
us
as
we
learn
who
we
are.
and a wife to feed, this sounds
ken-down shanties picking crops,
know your earthly grandparents,
eastern Asia. The Borer has already
like a gift from God, but it wasn't.
chopped cotton and even split rails
but do you know your spiritual
destroyed millions of ash trees in
CHARLES BABB is a guest
by hand . My dad and his brothers
Grandpa could have really used the grandfathers and grandmothers?
Canada, Michigan, Maryland, Ohio,
contributor for the Bison and
hunted for food. When they didn't
position and the promotion, but
Do you know who shaped you,
Indiana and several other states.
may be contacted at cbabb@
shoot anything, th e fam ily somehe recognized he might be ordering what they believed and how they
Promising to hamper economic
harding.edu
times went hungry.
someone to their death; those men
expressed rheir faith?
progress and bolster ecological ruin,
this insect is just one of many invasive
species penetrating the forests and
waterways of America, threatening
fragile native species.
Arkansas certainly has its share
of alien invaders. Kudzu, a vine
transplanted from Asia, wraps
en the Giver of Supertied at regulation, and all of press
Not only can I control overtime,
around trees, climbing sometimes
AMANDA PRUITf
owers was hand ing out
row was subjected to about 20
but I can also control the speed of
100 feet as it slowly strangles other
pecial abilities, I was
minutes of extra Harding Academy
sporting events. A rule I learned is this:
plants, concealing trees with its lush
apparently the last in line, right next
basketball.
never comment on how quickly a game
but harmful presence. Introduced
That's when I knew: I could
to the guy who instantly helps old
is progressing. The moment the phrase
from South America to southern
ladies fi nd their reading glasses. I got
tamper with the fabric of time and
is uttered, the passage of time suddenly
states in the early 20th century,
stuck with the bottom-of- the-barrel
extend games past the limits. Thankgrinds to a halt. This rule mainly apImported Fire Ants harbor a sting
fully, the schedule stayed on track,
superpower, no doubt about that.
plies to baseball games; mention speed
that, true to their name, injects a
Some people can fly. Others can
once, and the game will most certainly
burning sensation within victims
"Some people can fly. Others so the sportswriters did not rise and
walk th rough - and sometimes up
roll past the ninth inning.
revolt against me.
char can cause blisters, shock,
can walk through - and
- walls. A few folks can run faster
The overtime powers are very leBut my story of superpowers isn't
and possibly death; they can
sometimes up - wa lls. A
than the speed of light. There was
gitimate, no questions asked. I didn't
entirely tragic. Certainly, overtimes
harm humans, pets, wildlife and
few folks can run faste r than
probably a girl once who could lift an
learn my lesson, apparently, because
have caused me some pain in the
crops. The Bradford Pear, a showy
18-wheeler using only one hand.
I said the "O"-word once again a few
the speed of light. There was
past, but I'm slowly learning to conwhite-flowered tree often used in
Me?
days
later
trol
these
powers
by
never
and,
sure
enough,
we
expementionthe
South as a landscaping plant,
probably a girl once who
rienced another overtime. I thought
I can make games go into overing overtime or extra inni ngs.
serves
little value to native species,
could lift an 18-wheeler using
the powers were only temporary, but
time.
During those close, fourth quarter
often harming native plants via
only one hand."
No, it's not a very fun ny or useful
this was not the case.
games; I try to meditate on anything
displacemen t. And still countless
gift, especially because I'm a spomThe only other sportswriter on
bur that one, fateful word. In fact,
others, like feral pigs and carp
wricer and I require games to fi nish
press row at the time got a kick out
I've pretty much stopped commentfrom press row:
species, disturb natural areas and
in a hurry in order to meet deadli nes.
of it and wrote his story lead as, "1t
ing anything time-related to other
"Man, I hope the game doesn't go
compete with native wildlife for
.
.
,,
This is especially true during tournawas all Amanda Pruitt's fault." Somewriters.
into overnme.
food and habitat space.
ments when every game has to end at
how, I doubt that one got past the
As a sportswriter once told me
All the writers at press row turned
Aside from their negative influence
just the right moment co remain on
editing process.
in a fake, sage-like voice, "You must
on me and gave a collective gasp of
on U.S. ecosystems, these corrupting
schedule.
The uttering of the word "overonly use your powers for good."
surprise as if I were a little kid who'd
critters and putrid plants dent
I d iscovered m y latent super
time" is all well and good when
Like anyone with superpowers, I'll America's economy, costing billions
unknowingly said a bad word at the
ability in March during the Class
watch ing an event on TV or during
certainly try.
dining room table.
of dollars each year to control.
3A State Basketball Tournament in
an early afternoon game. How"Amanda, you just said the word."
Considering that an estimated 7,000
Cave City, Ark. In the first day of the
ever when the dreaded deadline is
AMANDA PRU ITI is the il lustra"What word?"
invasive species are established in
to urnament, Harding Academ y girls
hanging in the balance and a story
tor for the 2008-2009 Bison and
"Overtime. Now you've really
America, and considering their costly,
were playing a close game with some
is pending, this superpower is not
may be contacted at akpruitt@
done it."
harmful effects--driving native species
good. Far from it.
harding.edu
equally small school when I mused
Sure enough, the game was still
to extinction, polluting our waterways
and scenery and thereby inhibiting
recreation, spreading disease (e.g. the
introduced West Nile Virus) and more
- thus action should be taken. And
you can help.
Even busy college students can
Student Encourages Christ -like Conversation Instead of Arguing with Ideas
take simple actions to stop the spread
of alien invaders. Washing off one's
ummer is always a renewing
for me was becoming somewhat
I can't help but think of the
The Weather Report!" But the goal
hiking boors between hikes in different
time for me, and chis summer
hazy. I'm not here to pick apart
Pharisees in regard to this idea.
of this article is not to point fingers
areas can stop the spread of seeds. If
was no different. However,
ideas in each publication. I just
Jesus criticized them more strongly
but to call all of us to a higher stanplanting flowers, try to avoid generic
one th ing that was different was
want co raise some questions. Questhan anyone else because they
dard of communicating with each
"wildRower" seed mixes chat often
th at I had a particular verse in my
tions that I can't help but ask as I
believed more in their ideas than
other - the standard set by Jesus
contain invasive plant seeds. When
head. This verse stayed with me as I
pursue what it looks like to be of
in the people they affected. I think
himself.
boating or fishing, rinsing off the boat
"one mind." Is it possible to share
headed back to sch ool.
Paul gives us a glimpse of wh at it
To close, what happens so often
and
removing vegetation can prevent
It was Ph ilippians 2: 1-2. "So
an opinion without destroying
might look like to take the "narrow
is that when we are convicted of
of invaders between lakes,
the
spread
if there is any encouragement in
someone else's perspective or the
road " or "third road." In the book
something, we use our ideas as
as can not releasing live bait into the
Christ, any comfort from h is love,
person themselves?
of Romans, Paul discusses the idea
weapons.
visited waterway. Finally, because so
any participation in the Spirit, any
Philosopher and h umanitarian
that some consider certain days
And once we start battling with
many
students live across the country,
affection and sympathy, complete
Albert Schweitzer said "Force that
more important than others and
ideas, the chance for compassiondoing a little basic research about
my joy by being of t he same mind,
is used only to revolt wastes itself."
differen t foods clean or unclean. He ate communication ceases. Rather
one's region and its invaders can help.
h aving th e same love, being in
And I think it's fair to say that
goes on to say, "For the kingdom
than looking for common ground,
Spreading
the word abouc regional
fu ll accord and of one mind." T h e
force used to destroy others or their
of God is not a matter of eating and we've decided to dig intellectual
invaders
to
family and friends can slow
p hrase "same mind" stuck with me
opinions also wastes itself. When
drinking but of righteousness and
trenches, lobbing sarcasm and intelthe
invasive
spread, as those individuals
and I started asking the question of
we put thoughts and ideas ahead
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit."
lectual arrogance at our opponents
can take action in their backyards and
what that might look like - esof people and when we use humor
He closes the section of the chapter
li ke grenades. So I have ro ask the
work places.
pecially here at Hardi ng. H ow can
at the expense of others I think we
with this verse {14:19) that says,
question: Are our lives compelled
Though aliens have silently invaded
we tear down some of the walls we
are making a very bold statement. I
"So then let us pursue what makes
by some sort of idea or philosophy
America
from lands afur, there is
build around ourselves and move
think we are saying, "My ideas are
for peace and for m utual upbuildor compelled by Jesus h imself and
hope, starting with concerned citizens
toward unity? So, as I was conmore important than the people
ing."
the people around us affected by
and translating into effective control
templating this idea, I came ac ross
who read them, and me being right
This article is not about who is
our words? I'm not exactly sure
programs and simple lifestyle changes.
two student publications: Liberras
is more important than compasright and wrong in their publicahow to apply Paul's "on e mind" in a
May our country, in its entirety, never
Exemplar and The Weather Report.
sionate dialogue." I think there is a
tions or wh ether what they said was
practical way, but there is one thing
become an Area 5 1 zone.
After reading both of the pubdanger in pu rs uing our own ideas
"crossing the line." I jus t ask that
I do know: I'm ready to begin the
lications, I realized several things,
in that we become so convicted by
we begin to wonder what it migh t
compassionate dialogue.
one being just how tense Harding's
them and consumed with them that
SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH serves
look like to engage in Christ-like
intellectual environment can be,
we p ursue them regardless of the
conversation. Unfortunately, there
BEN WOODS is a guest contributor as the features editor for the 2008and two, that the ideal world of a
casualties or damage that may be
will be those who will say, "Yeah,
2009 Bison. She may contacted at
for the Bison and may be contacted
"same mind" these verses inspired
incurred fro m them.
stick it co Libertas" or "Stick it to
sholschb@harding.edu
at jwoods2@harding.edu
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'Big Three' highlights Gulf South Conference
By AMANDA PRUITT
staff writer

I say! Those little fellows want to play!

The Gulf South Conference is unpredictable in many ways. In most sports, any school
has a chance to surprise a few teams and earn
a title.
In football, however, the choices are a little
more, well, limited.
North Alabama. Delta State. Valdosta
State.
It doesn't really matter the order, but one
thing about GSC football is almost certain:
one of the three will hoist the conference crown
come season's end. Since Harding joined the
conference in 2000, one of the "Big Three" has
won the title every year exclusively-with the
exception of West Georgia earning a piece of
the crown in 2000.
As for everyone else? They'll be perpetually bidding for the upset. That's just the way
it works.
Harding will have a chance to pull the upset
Saturday when the Bisons face Delta State at
6 p.m. at First Security Stadium.
The top three positions are pretty easy to
choose, but selecting the remaining eight positions is nothing short of a guessing game.
1. North Alabama (3-0, 1-0)
North Alabama's the sort of team that has
many strengths, and of the top three teams, the
Llons probably have the fewest weaknesses. Unlike
Valdosta State and Delta State, North Alabama
never questioned who would be quarterbacking
this season. Why would they? North Alabama
has A.J. Milwee.
Through three games this year, Milwee's
already passed for more than 1,000 yards and
has led the team to three wins, including one
over Carson-Newman, a top-10 team.
The Lions also have a promising kicking
game led by place-kicker Tom Schneider, who
transferred from California Berkley. Good
kickers are often hard to come by in Division
see GSC page 2b

Young players contribute

quickly for Lady Bisons
By CHRIS O'DELL
student reporter

have done so far this season. others, and Harris said they still
Freshman midfielder Chelsea have to mature their game for
Brandon leads the team with the future.
Youth and competitiveness seven goals in six games so far
"Freshmen come in and
seem to be the theme for the this season, and forward Jackie they're always learning," Harris
Lady Bison soccer team this Anthony has also added a goal said. "They're playing offof sheer
season. With three starting true and an assist while becoming one talent and ability right now, but
freshmen, a starting redshirt of the team's leaders in shots on we're still expecting them to
freshman and another fresh- goal this season.
grow and mature."
man coming off the bench to
Head soccer coach Dr. Greg
The Lady Bisons have won
play, this team should be a Harris said the freshmen add a three of their last four games
familiar one for several years lot to the makeup of his team. after losing the first two to run
at Harding.
"They add to the team chem- their record to 3-3. The team
One of the starters, forward istry and to the mix of who has just three games remainJackie Anthony, said the transi- we are," Harris said. "They've ing until conference play starts
tion from high school to college done a good job and they're Oct. 3.
still learning."
went smoothly for her.
Anthony said the team should
"I think as freshmen we came
Harris said despite girls re- be ready to play this season.
in strong, and the other girls ceiving playing time so soon and
"We're a strong team and
that had been here gave us the contributing to the team early we're really young," Anthony
confidence to know we can play on, his expectations for them are said. "But we're connecting
with them," Anthony said. "We no different than for any of his well, and we're adjusting to
don't feel nervous going against other players on the team.
each other quickly. I have a
these other teams now."
"I have a lot ofexpectations for lot of confidence that we will
Freshman defender Monica them,"Harris said. "I don't care do well this year."
W oods said it was more about if they're freshmen or seniors;
The Lady Bisons are in the
showing you belong than any- there are a lot of expectations midst of a four- game road
they have to meet."
stand before returning home
thing else.
Meeting expectations has to play Montevallo in Searcy.
"We had to let go of nervousness,"Woods said. "And just go not been a problem so far this The game will mark the beginat it full force and hard, and show season for the young Lady Bisons. ning of conference play and
CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
the other girls you belong."
However, the learning process is will be played at First Security Freshman midfielder Chelsea Brandon dribbles past a defender during an Aug. 31 contest against MisThat is exactly what they what sets top players apart from Stadium.
souri Southern. Brandon leads the Lady Bisons with seven goals in the first six games.

And now, the starting lineup for your Preachers
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch

H

ave you ever wondered what it would
be like if Harding
had a different, more original mascot? Sure, Bisons is
pretty original, but that's only
because we use the rare plural
form as an ode to tradition.
I'm talking about something
that can immediately be connected to our school. I think I
have the answer.
It is my pleasure to introduce you to the Harding

University Preachers.
Think about it. W e
wouldn't have to deal with
confusion regarding what the
plural of preacher is. There
are, however, some problems
that I've come across when
researching this potential
change.
First of all, what will the
women's teams be called?
Definitely not the Lady
Preachers. Harding can't be
having those. In order to
be kosher, they'd need to be
called something along the
lines of the Harding Nursery-Tenders. Or how about
the H ardi ng Dorcas Group?
The Harding Deaconesses
rolls off the tongue, don't
you think? But even that

nickname would be a topic
of debate.
And if we're going to be
the Preachers, we have to
go all-out when it comes to
our athletic activities so that
people don't get the wrong
idea about what we're representing. After all, we're the
Preachers and not the Pastors
or Reverends. Here are some
ideas.
I. Instead of tailgating before games, we have
potlucks. And on the game
day, God said, "Let there be
casseroles." Instead of the
typical tailgating foods of
burgers and hot dogs, we'll
be having casseroles, banana
pudding, cornbread, ham and
beans. After the potluck, all

those present will be required
to put the tables and folding
chairs back in the fellowship
building closet.
2. No more pep band.
We can't mislead people
into thinking there is music
involved with our Harding
Preachers. Actually, I take
that back. We can have a pep
band as long as it's a cappella.
Nothing screams college football more than vocal percussion. Instrumental music is,
however, permitted outside of
the stadium.
3. No more Gatorade
baths. We don't sprinkle here.
Winning coaches will be
fully submerged with a white
handkerchief over their noses.
Graduate assistants will not

be able to take part in these
activities, as they have not yet
passed the age of accountability.
4. Homecoming will no
longer be known as such. It
will now be referred to as the
Gospel M eeting. An alternate
name would be The Lectureship. Or it could be called
VBS since lots of prospective
students will be around. And
instead of a musical, we could
put on skits with students clad
in less-than-authentic Biblical
garb.
5. New uniforms. The
football team will no longer
be able to wear helmets
because the covering of the
head is not permissible. The
same goes for the baseball

team. Women have the
option of wearing hats, but
they are required to \Vear
skirts.
I think that gives us a
good starting point. So
go support your Harding Preachers, and be sure
to pick up a program on
your way in. Greeters will
be handing those out, and
ushers will assist you if you
have trouble finding a seat.
And be sure to stick around
afterward for finger foods in
the fellowship building.

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2008-2009 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@harding.edu
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Traditional powers continue to dominate league

CONTINUED from 1b
II, so having Schneider might
push Noth Alabama back into
national title contention.
2. Valdosta State (2-0, 0-0)
It's not easy to forget about the
national champions. Valdosta State
made a surprising run through
the playoffs last year, especially
with having a brand-new head
coach in David Dean.
Once again, there's a lot of
"new" out on the field. O!Jarterback Willie Copeland is no
longer around, so the Blazers have
been juggling between Tucker
Pruitt and Chris Hart.
3.Delta State (1-1, 0-0)
Delta State didn't win a national championship last year,
but the Statesmen did win a
G SC title, something they hadn't
accomplished since 2000.
The defense this season is
not on the same caliber as last
year's. Through two games, Delta
State has allowed 83 points,
52 of them coming in a loss to
McNeese State, one of the top
teams in Division I FCS.
5. Arkansas-Monticello
(2-1, 0-0)
Surprisingly enough, the
Boll Weevils were selected to
finish last of 11 teams in the
preseason poll.
The team has risen into one
of the better teams in the conference thus far behind quarterback

Scott Buisson. The Boll W eevils the country at any level.
8.0uachita Baptist (2-0,
were only a minute away from
defeating Delta State last week, 1-0)
The jury is still out on Ouaeventually falling 37-31.
5.Henderson State (1-2, chita Baptist. How good are the
0-1)
Tigers in reality? One thing's for
Henderson State has somewell- sure: the offense has worked very
rounded qualities most teams lack: well the first two games at least,
enough offense to outscore most scoring 99 combined points in
teams and just enough defense to the victories.
9.WestAlabama (1-2, 0-1)
stop a few drives.
6.Harding (1-2, 0-0)
Talk about hard times. West
The Bisons have experienced Alabama has not defeated a Divilittle trouble moving up and down sion II school since 2006, but it
the field. The actual scoring, how- has not been for lack of trying.
ever, has proved difficult oflate. The Tigers lost four games by a
In last week's loss to Southwest combined seven points last year
Baptist, Harding marched inside on their way to a 1-9 finish.
the 5-yard line four times and
10. Southern Arkansas (0did not score.
2, 0-0)
Like last year, Harding often
The Muleriders are sticking
must rely on offensive shootouts to the old standard: the triple
and high scoring to pull out option offense; unfortunately,
victories. Luckily, H arding has there aren't any old players
perhaps its most talented core of available to run the system.
skills players in school history. Southern Arkansas only has
First and most obviously, three returning starters from
there's Knighton, owner of 27 last year, and the quarterback
school records. Receivers Kurt isn't one of them.
Adams, Zac Ross and Jordan
11. West Georgia (0-3, 0-1)
Watson plus running back Alan
West Georgia has certainly
Webster hae already caught more seen better days as a program.
than 15 passes this season.
After all, the team won a share
7. Arkansas Tech (2-1, of the GSC championship
1-0)
nine seasons ago. However, the
Punters rarely receive rave Wolves have lost seven in a row
reviews and serious attention, dating back to last season, and
but few punters are Michael the year has all the makings of
Podobnik, one of the best in a long one.

Leah Tepe
• Recorded 163 assists in
her last three matches
combined
·Was named Gulf South
Conference West Offensive
Player of the Week
• Leads the conference
and ranks 12th nationally
in assists per set (11.36)

Hockey league provides
alternate athletic choice
By CHRIS O'DELL

student reporter

NICK MICHAEL I Petit Jean
Sophomore Mark Slagle fights for the ball in front of the net during a Sept. 10 hockey match at Thrills
On Wheels. The roller hockey league has been in existence for just over a year now.

Harding University offers
multiple sports programs on
campus, including basketball,
baseball, football, soccer, volleyball
and track. However, one sport not
offered at Harding is hockey.
Today, hockey is mostly
associated with the Winter
Olympics and the National
Hockey League. However, for
three Harding students hockey
is more than that.
The talk ofa league began back
in the summer of2007 with Ben
McDonald,Jon Home and Steve
Mainprize. The three students
were in class and overheard a
worker for Thrills on Wheels
Skating Center talk about
pickup games with the kids in

League members range from
Searcy on Friday and Saturday
nights after skate sessions. This players who have played their
inspired talks with the owner of entire lives to players who have
Thrills on Wheels about creat- never skated before. Despite the
ing a league. After the owner's range of experience McDonald
approval, a league began the said the league is just as physifollowing semester.
cal as any other hockey league
Currently, there are five teams you'll find.
in the league that compete against
"In the first season one of the
one another.
guys broke his jaw," McDonald
Each team will play around said. "Last season a guy dislocated
30 games this semester. The cost his knee, and this season a guy
of the league is split into two has already broken his finger
sessions of seven weeks. Each and had pins put in it."
Although you won't find the
team pays about $400 dollars
per session.
Rhodes Rowdies cheering playMainprize said the league ers on from this hockey league,
is all about enjoying the game you will find the players enjoyof hockey.
ing the game of hockey every
"There are some pretty big Sunday and Wednesday night
rivalries," Main prize said. "But throughout the year.
"It takes a lot of hustle, and a
it's all about playing hockey and
having fun."
lot of heart," Mainprize said.

New football coaches
mesh well with Bisons
playoffappearances and a 3A state I want on my staff," Huckeba
championship in 2004. Huckeba said.
H arding University is in the
brought Perry to Harding to be
The Harding University football the offensive coordinator this past Gulf South Conference and
program went through a huge spring and he has been working past years have shown that the
transformation last year when, with the team since.
conference is one ofthe strongest
Edwards, Harding's new D ivision II football conferences
after only two games, the team
experienced a head coaching defensive backs coach, has spent in the nation. Valdosta State
change. Ronnie Huckeba took the last three years as the head University (Valdosta, Ga.)
hold of the reigns in midseason coach at Murray High School placed second last year in the
and ended up leading the team in Kentucky leading his team to conference and ended up winto a 6-4 overall record.
three consecutive state playoff ning the Division II National
Championship, which gives a
Huckeba has been coaching for appearances.
32 years now and has spent the
Huckeba said he brought glimpse of the GSC's level of
last 23 years at Harding. Upon in Perry and Edwards because competition.
"I believe the best thing to
becoming head coach last year he feels they bring leadership
he fine-tuned his new offense, and experience to the Harding do is to focus on one week at
and in the spring he brought football program. He also said a time," Huckeba said. "In our
in two new coaches. Coaches that one of the main purposes of case it's very appropriate because
Tim Perry and Lee Edwards are bringing Perry and Edwards to we have a lot of young players,
both former Harding football Harding is their dedication and and ifwe get ahead of ourselves
players and both played under commitment to being men of we take a chance on not being
the tutelage of Huckeba when God. Both coaches, in Huckeba's focused."
he was an assistant.
The Bisons are 1-2 this season
mind, bring the football leaderPerry has spent the last seven ship as well as spiritual leadership and play their next game Saturyears as the football coach at that young men can respect and day, Sept. 20, at First Security
Central Arkansas Christian look up to.
Stadium against No. 14 Delta
High School and compiled six
"That's the kind ofguys that State University at 6 p.m.
By JOEL BLAKE

student reporter

CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Head coach Ronnie Huckeba and assistant head coach Paul Simmons celebrate with players after a
sack in a Sept. 6 game against West Alabama. Huckeba is in his first full season as head coach.
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New name, same brotherhood

3b

Feathery refugee

Social club changes name to avoid copyright infringement
By MICHAEL BROOKER
student reporter

In 2005, several students set
about creating a new Harding
social club. The group settled
upon a name: Theta Nu Xi
(0NS) . H owever, the group
didn't realize a national sorority
- founded in 1997 - held a
trademark to that name. The
social club is now looking for
a fresh start as Kyodai.
The name change process
began late in spring 2008 when
Corey McEntyre, Director of
Campus Life, was contacted
by the national sorority. They
informed him oftheir possession
ofa trademark, and they expressed
their desire for the social club
to change its name.
"I think something happened
where some members were looking on Facebook," McEntyre
said. "They saw that another
club had the same name; that's
where the problem happened.
It wasn't like they were going
to sue us."
The sorority sent McEntyre a copy of the copyright
information. McEntyre then
contacted the club president
and its sponsors. A discussion
about possible solutions to the
problem began between club
president Bryan Clifton, sponsor Marty Spears and past club
presidents on May 24.
"Since everyone had gone
home, I Facebooked the guys
to start a discussion about
what should be done," Spears
said. "There was lots of joking
at first, but once we realized
that we would have to change
our name, the group discussed

our options."
Clifton was then studying
abroad in Greece, so he had to
deal with travel dates, limited
access to the Internet and studying for classes. Regardless of
these obstacles, they were able
to continue their discussion.
"We didn't want to get the
entire club involved at the
beginning," Clifton said. "We
wanted to look at the options.
After about 10 days we opened
it up to the club."
A few club members were
resistant to a change, but it
was obvious there would have
to be one.
"We decided it would be better
to be proactive about the change
before it was forced," Clifton said.
"1l1e sorority had legal rights to
the name; they would have won
any legal contest."
In a statement issued by the
sorority Theta Nu Xi, the club
president, LaToya Eaves, explained
their course of action.
"Since 1997, the national
leadership has been made aware
of various collegiate groups using the name and/or symbols
of the sorority," Eaves said.
"As these branding clements
are trademarked and owned by
Theta Nu Xi, the Sorontv must
regularly request that their use
be terminated by groups that do
not hold such trademarks.
"The sorority's actions arc
not intended to create ill will
but proceed from a desire to
protect the intellectual property
of the organization."
Club members began suggesting new names. Some suggested
"Flement" or "Legion,"but the
most popular was "Theta Nu

E" (mixing Greek with Roman
characters) which would maintain
the idea of"ONE." However,
some feared that was still too
close to the first name.
Other suggestions included
switching out the Xi for another
Greek letter. Theta Nu Sigma
was considered, but it had
already been a Harding social
club. If they were to switch to
that name, they would have
to switch to that club's colors,
constitution and ideals.
'The discussion took about
six weeks. Everyone weighed
their opinions and explored
stereotypes that could be associated with each name. Founding
member Luke Davis gave a lot
of input, including other names
that were discussed before the
club was formed.
Finally the club came upon
"Kyodai"- the Japanese word
for "brotherhood." Kyodai is
also a club at York College and
Lubbock Christian University,
but neither club holds creative
rights to it.
"We thought the Greek letters blended with all the other
clubs," Clifton said. "We're no
longer one of those clubs that
blends in."
The name proved quite
popular, but it still needed to be
approved by a two-thirds vote.
Members voted by messaging
Clifton over the Internet. In
the end, the club approved the
new name.
"The presidents and sponsors got a name, and decided to
change it to that,"McEntyre said.
"They cleared it with us first. We
looked 1t up, saw what it meant
and said it was 0 K."

Once the name change was
official, the club made sure to let
Theta Nu Xi know about it.
"Theta Nu Xi values unity
within the Greek system," Eaves
said, "and is sincerely apprecia tive that Harding University
promptly and gracefully addressed concerns regarding the
men's social club formerly named
Theta Nu Xi."
1hey also have to come up
with a new motto as it held
the trademarked name. They
have not voted on one yet, but
it is unofficially "no E>NS can
stop us."
The club's constitution and
colors remained the same, but
they had to get new jerseys. That
situation was helped by the fact
that the company had messed
up the jersey orders the previous
year; the club didn't have to pay
for its order.
"That whole (jersey] ordeal
turned out to be a blessing in
disguise," Clifton said.
The name change has not
negatively affected the new pledge
class; in fact, it has created a great
amount of name rccognit10n.
It also has been a good topic
of conversation at mixers. The
club of 20 hopes to double its
numbers this pledge class.
"We were of course disappointed that we had to change
our name after working so
hard to get a new club up and
running," Spears said, "but the
guys are excited about it now.
The important thing is that
the emphasis of the club is the
same: brothers in Christ serving
together as club brothers and
enjoying sports and other fun
times together."

Spring Sing auditions complete
By KIM KOKERNOT
assistant news editor

characteristics ranging from
singing ability re stage presence.
Harrell, who was a hostess two
After two days of auditions, years ago, performed "So Much
four students were chosen to Better" from "Legally Blonde
be hosts and hostesses for this the Musical." White selected
year's Spring Sing, according to "Lost in the Wilderness," a
results released Tuesday.
song that brought reassurance
Three of the four, including with its familiarity.
"It's a very inspirational
junior Haley Jane Witt, senior
Elizabeth Harrell and junior song; that's why I chose it. l\e
L ogan McLain, have served been working with "Lost in
as hosts in past years, with the Wilderness" since I was a
freshman Nathan White the junior in high school,"White
only newcomer.
said. "Knowing the piece and
White said after seeing his name what the character is talking
listed among the four selected, about, and finding that emotion
he skipped down the vacant hall within yourself is definitely
what helps."
with an ecstatic smile.
"It's an incredible feeling,
During callbacks, students
especially as a freshman," performed in a closed audiWhite said. "The talent here tion. There was less focus on
is tremendous. It's quite an individual work and more on
h o nor, and I feel like God group cooperation through vocal
has blessed me with a great blending and choreography.
opportunity."
"Even though the stakes were
In the preliminary audition, raised and the group had been
a to tal of 16 competitors each sized down, you knew you were
sang a solo piece before an a finalist, [soJ you knew that
audience and were judged on the judges liked you the first
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night, and you had something
appealing," White said. "You
could kind of relax and say 'I'm
just going to continue being
me and see ifl can make it to
the next level, m
Judges make cuts depending
on whom they feel best fit the
theme of the production each
that year.
"Sometimes, I'm looking for
someone who has a comedic
flair; sometimes I'm looking
for a person who is able to
give seriousness of purpose, or
the happy, hopeful individual,"
Spring Sing director Dr. Steve
Frye said. "We don't ever want
tour cookie cutters. College
is about diversity, so we want
people who arc different from
one another in some way."
For this year's theme of
"Juvenesccnce," the cast and
crew will have to exemplify
their inner child.
"I think it's <;uch a cool theme
because it embodies [Dotnc Frye],
who's in charge of Spring Sing,"
White said. "It's an excellent
theme for her to work with
to get the best out of us in
terms of this childlike passion
for life."
This spotlight provides a
unique opportunity for students
to showcase their talents and
exemplify godly attitudes. When
Harding Academy students came
to the campus two years ago,
I larrcll realized her importance
as a role model.
"It's really wonderful how
much little girls look up to me,"
Harrell said. "They all knew
my name and were running
up to me. It was the greatest
feeling in the world, and it's
what I love doing. I'm just
really excited that I get this
opportunity."
Both Harrell and White said
they have dreams ofperfonning
on Broadway and see Spring
Sing as a similar platform. It
provides the chance to rehearse,
improve and implement skills

"College is about
d iversity, so we want
people who are
different from one
another in some way."
Steve Frye
Spring Sing director

beyond simply mastering choreography or hitting a certain
note.
"I think the most important
role is to make a connection
with the audience,"White said.
"You focus so much practice
on singing well, dancing well
and performance, but when it
all boils down ... you have to
make a connection with those
people and make it personable
for them."
Frye, who is in his 15th year
of directing Spring Sing, said
he sees the performance as a
display of campus ability.
"There are very few things
beyond music and theater that
give you that kind of excitement
onstage where you can connect
with an audience so directly,"
Frye said. "[Spring Sing] is the
most visible representation of
campus talent that we give to
the outside world. In doing that,
I want to say, 'Here's who we
are, and we're not exactly all you
think we are; we're more."'
Although the hosts and
hostesses demonstrate their
musical and acting ability, they
also discover lessons beyond
performance.
"I learned to have humility
even though I have more of a
leadership position than others,"
Harrell said. "Our finale song
two years ago was "We're All in
This Together," and I feel like
we really learned that through
the process."
"There are two things that
really make this journey oflife
really fulfilling, and they're love
and memory,"Frye said. "1his is
a g reat way to build both."

photo courtesy of CHARLES MILLS
Hurricane Gustav pushed this coastal Black Skimmer, an

Arkansas rarity, to Millwood Lake in Southwestern Arkansas.

Improvisational
troupe cheers kids
Pied Pipers attempt to bring
joy to children around country
By ERIC HOLLINGSWORTH
assistant copy editor

the group, the less likely it is
that there might be someone
to ... step forward."
The new members said they
1l1c Pied Pipers is an improvisational children's theater were enthused about joining
troupe that performs for pre- the group.
"[I'm] pumped to be with
school- and elementary-age
children. They include in their kids, to see smiles, to be a kid
repertoire fairy tales, folk talcs, with kids," Tucker said. "It's
Aesop's Fables, modern stories, more than thrilling."
With two rehearsals a week,
stories written by members,
poems and blurbs, rhythm a retreat one weekend in the
sections, audience participation fall and spring, ind ividu al
performances on campus, four
bits and lots of songs.
Director Dottie Frye said the local tours and a tour during the
key for a Piper show is always summer to Aberdeen, Scotland,
encouraging the children to and Nottingham, Engla nd ,
participate, either in their scats managing school and P ipers
or by getting up and performing can get a little hectic.
"Since I'm gonna love being
with the Pipers.
Each year the troupe hosts in Pipers, I think I'll be able to
tryouts to fill the empty spots manage it,"Tuckcr said.
Returning members were
vacated by those who left
from after the previous year. also looking fonvard to working
This year the Pipers added with the new members.
"I'm so excited," secondtwo new members to their
ranks. Senior Derek Tucker ycar Piper Amber W illiams
and sophomore Seth Bowden said. "They seem like they'll
went through tryouts with 36 be strong and will bring fres h
ideas and initiative."
other hopefuls.
Second-year Piper Kaylee
After the initial days of
tryouts, a select few of about Hollingsworth said she was
12 were asked to return for hopeful as well.
"I'm thrilled that they both
callbacks. Frye said there are
several attributes she looks for made it, and I'm excited to see
what they can bring to th e
in potential Pipers.
"Imagination; love of chil- group," Hollingsworth said.
dren; Christian attitude and "They are already add ing so
lifestyle," Frye said. "Knowing much to the group, even after
that we're all still working; none the first practice."
Frye said she considers each
of us is perfect. And an ability
to work well with others who member in the troupe as a permanent part of her family.
are returning.
"You know, [these are] people
"I'm always looking for
somebody who will bring who've walked in my office and
something to the group that interviewed and auditioned
we don't already have, because whom I never knew before,"
it's a small group. Therefore Frye said. "It's like the Lord
you're looking for strengths places them in my experience
that will fill or complete the for three, four, sometimes five
years, and once they move in
troupe."
Even though Frye said she they don't move out.
"You know, there are people
would love to have taken 12 new
members, traveling becomes a whose pictures arc all around
problem with a larger group. The my office and I'm like OK
school's 11-passenger vans allow - granted, I didn't know who
only a certain number to go on this child was from Georgia,
each trip. But there is another Alabama, Scotland, and they've
problem due to the nature of impacted my life, and they've
impacted my children."
improvisational theater.
But she said in the end, it
"Because nothing's set,.
everybody is looking for an all comes down to being there
opportunity to interact, and for the children.
"I love seeing the faces of a
every time that we [perform]
we hope that it's different," child," Frye said. "I love looking
Frye said. "With a group of at the children because if we've
12, it doesn't sound like a lot of captivated then their face is filled
people, but that gives you lots . with wonder and laughing and
of opportunities for four or five silly and ridiculous and - that's
people to hang back. The larger what it's all about."
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Whistle Stop serves right-onRoberts seizes
track scene and Southern flavor Time internship
By DR. ARTHUR SHEARIN

faculty reporter
The Whistle Stop Bar-BCue, located in Kensett, is one
of the Searcy area's newest
eating establishments. Allow
me to begin by placing it in
historical perspective.
For the past century,
Kensett has been a railroad
town. In its early years, the
town boasted a state-of-theart hotel and train depot. It
was home to baseball great
Bill Dickey and local legend
and powerful U.S. congressman Wilbur D. Mills. Harding students in the 1930s to
1950s regularly rode the spur
line that passed by campus
and paralleled Park Avenue, to Kensett, where they
transferred to other passenger
trains for trips home and to
preaching appointments. And
many north/south trains still
come through Kensett on the
tracks located within yards of

else. As a native west Tennessean, I grew up on pulled
pork barbecue - arguably the
best around. The Whistle Stop
barbecue features the same
excellent quality and taste I
experienced as a youth. The
meat is slow-cooked over
hickory and pecan wood at a
temperature of 225 degrees.
Cooking is a lengthy process
with no time limit. And the
Pettys' final product is tasty.
I nearly always order the
S3.99 pulled pork sandwich
with slaw. The sandwich is
big enough for a full meal.
The slaw has both sweet and
sour qualities. Four sauces
are available -Texas Bold
and Spicy, North Carolina
Tangy Mustard, Memphis
Tangy Vinegar and Kansas
City Sweet (my favorite). I eat
my sandwich with a fork; it's
easier and cleaner.
Other meals are also available. I hear favorable comments on the other barbecued

the Whistle Stop restaurant.
I counted five trains during
a recent lunch period, all of
them making quite a visual
and aural impression. These
trains still make whistle stops,
often to pick up train crew
who live in the area. The scene
is reminiscent of the Whistle
Stop restaurant featured
in the classic movie "Fried
Green Tomatoes."
Mark and Lorri Petty,
along with Mark's parents
Gordon and Rachel, own and
operate Whistle Stop. Gordon
has a long history of barbecuing as an amateur, frequently
donating his services for charitable causes connected with
the Missouri Street Church
of Christ in West Memphis,
Ark. He has passed his interest and expertise in this art to
other family members.
The Whistle Stop's specialty is barbecue. My wife Sheri
and I go there for the barbecue; we seldom order anything

items - chicken and brisket
- and on the fried fish. The
ribs are quite good and growing in popularity. There's a
daily lunch special for S6. 99
that furnishes everything
except dessert. Desserts
include homemade fried pies,
hot fudge cake and bread
pudding, all available with ice

cream.

The restaurant is open
Monday through Thursday
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday from 11
a.m. to 9 p.m. It is closed on
Sundays.
The Whistle Stop's prices
are reasonable, the staff is
friendly and the premises are
roomy and clean. Catering is
available. The trip to Kensett
is short - just a mile or so
past Chili's - and the roar and
rumble of the passing trains
is something that you won't
soon forget.Just remember to
stop, look and listen, especially
when the gate is down!

Harding Squirrels

By AMANDA PRUITI
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TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Lauren Roberts sits in the Brackett Library with a copy of
Time magazine. Shesaid the internship gave her a lot of
experience.
By JOSEPH DICKERSON

student reporter
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1 Gum
5 Cupid
9 Clothed
13 Existence

14
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
29
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
48
50
52

56
58
59
61
62
63

Grottos
Italian capital
Breakfasts
Dropsy

Summit
Foe
Washed-up
lumber?
Bonsai
Warhorse
Bothers
Separates
Norse deity
Pres. Lincoln
Stetson
Personal pronoun
Service personnel
(Abbr.)
Before (Prefix)
Fall behind
Nitty-gritty
Likewise
mater
Ger. city
Boils slowly
Break out
Turkish
monetary unit
Large fragrant
white or yellow
flowers
Worship
Egg-shaped
Fraction
Looked
Vehicle
Medlies

Copynght C2008 Puzzl6Junc1Jon.com

64
65
66
67

Skim through
Roman date
Jazz singing
Indian buzzard

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Downwind
Goliath
Social club type
Blot again
Hotshot
DUI org.
Supervise
8 pays
9 Shellfish
10 Balmy

Need your account ~alance on t~e go?

11
12
15
21
23
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
36
38
39

Weaponry
Exploit
Dependable
Affirmative
Indian lodge
Cruise
Weight units
(Abbr.)
Status symbol
Streetcar
Heroic tale
Shaver
Garden tools
Starting at
Expressive style
Small dog, for
short

42 Conifer
43
44
46
47
49
51
52
53
54

55
57
60

droppings
Famous ship
Most desiccated
Patters
Highest note
Bib. word
Regions
Mongolian
desert
Eager
Another 34
Down
Gr. portico
Ferber, for one
Presidential
monogram

T

his summer Harding senior Lauren
Roberts, a native
of Atlanta, had her work
cut out for her. Roberts,
an advertising major with
a graphic design minor,
completed an internship
with Time magazine.
Time has been published since 1923 with a
weekly audience of more
than 21 million people. It
is one of the world's leading weekly news magazines
because of its dependable
reporting, trustworthy
news and top-of-the-line
photography.
Roberts was one of
thousands to apply for
this summer's internship
program with Time.
She said that after
conversing with manager
of human resources Jamila
McCoy, marketing director
Steve Cambron and franchise development director
of style and design Kathy
Emanuilidis, Roberts had
an idea of what the internship would entail and what
would be her expectations.
After multiple calls
from McCoy and a background check, Roberts had
secured the internship.
Throughout her work
with Time, Roberts met all
the challenges Time gave
her to test her abilities in
organization and kept up
with deadlines and other
unexpected projects rhey
had. She became the sole
intern in Time's marketing
department.
"They included me in
everything," she said. "It
was like a family there."
Roberts worked on
many projects over the
summer, but her biggest

one was the Toyota Awards
Program. Time and Toyota
have a 21-year partnership, which is exclusive to
Toyota. Many other automotive manufacturers want
to duplicate the program
but cannot.
Toyota has 369 dealerships around the U.S.
involved in the program.
Roberts spent seven
weeks sending out e-mails,
re-writing and editing
press releases and sending
promotional boxes to each
dealership. Time then featured an ad to award and
honor each dealership.
Roberts' boss, Steve
Cambron, said she did an
exemplary job.
"Among her most
significant projects,
Lauren managed our annual Toyota President's
Award program, which
requires extraordinary
organizational skills, keen
copy- editing capabilities, verbal and written
power of persuasion and
the ability to coordinate
with numerous internal
and external contacts,"
Cambron wrote. "This
program is a long-standing
one, and remains the centerpiece of the relationship
between Time and one of
our largest advertisers. It is
something that is carefully
assigned to someone who
can take full ownership of
a project and execute it on
time and flawlessly."
Roberts said the experience has helped her
think about the behindthe-scenes work that goes
into things like Time
Magazine.
She said she hopes to
return to Time in New
York for a full-time job
after she graduates in
May.
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Senior unveils life behind Harding musicals
By JORDAN BAILEY

student reporter

J

ordan Rousseau's involvement as Master Carpenter
in Harding's Homecoming
musical, "Oklahoma" began
10 years ago when he first
became involved with theater.
H e got his start at West
Erwin Church of Christ in
Tyler, Texas, and he has continued to pursue theater since.
Rousseau has been involved in
some way with almost every
show Harding has produced
since his freshman year.
His current undertaking, however, is carpentry for
"Oklahoma," which occupies
between 27 and 30 hours of
his time each week.
Now a senior Theatre and
Oral Communication major,
Rousseau plans to someday
teach theatre at the college
level. Most of the technical crew members, including
Rousseau, are student workers,
so they are paid for their time.
Rousseau began carpentry
his freshman year at Harding in the Technical Theatre
class and has gained much
experience since. His learning
process has included some
injuries such as shooting a
staple into his arm. H e said
he once witnessed another
student cut off the tip of her
fingernail with a table saw.
The set for last year's
Homecoming musical, "Wiz-

ard of Oz, reached completion
on opening day, but Rousseau
said the technical crew hopes
to finish slightly earlier this
year.
"We are blazing through
our checklists, which was
really unexpected," Rousseau
said.

Senior Megan West, a
member of the technical
crew, said she believes the set
for "Oklahoma" differs from
"Wizard" in numerous ways.
"Wizard" had several large set
pieces that had to be movable,
and "Oklahoma" has more of
an open stage feeling than last
year's musical.
Rousseau attributed some
of the accelerated pacing to
the new assistant Technical Director for the Theatre
Program, Ben Jones. He said
Jones provides a fresh perspective to help accomplish
projects more rapidly.
According to Rousseau,
students are responding to
Jones in a positive light. Even
so, the technical crew has a
meticulously planned calendar, and they have to stick to
it in order to complete the set
for Homecoming.
Another new addition this
year is the Ulrey Performing
Arts Center and the shop
it contains. West said she
believes the space available at
the Ulrey increases productivity by eliminating trips to and
from the Benson Auditorium

NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
A student in the Ulrey Performing Arts Center shop gathers boards in an effort to build the set for this fall's Homecoming musical. "Oklahoma."

during construction.
Before this year, the shop
was located in the basement of the Administration
Auditorium, and sets were
constructed on-stage at the
Benson, which required
consistent cleaning so other
groups could utilize the stage.
"We can make the huge
backdrops and leave them
there overnight without
having to worry about them
at chapel the next morning,"
West said.
During preparations for
"Wizard of Oz," the set could

not be put up in the Benson
until immediately before
the show opened because
other events were planned
in the auditorium. The Ulrey
provides a solution to that
dilemma.
More than 30 people
constitute the technical crew
for "Oklahoma," and each
member has varied obligations to help the show run
smoothly. Rousseau's tasks
include working with the
professors to make plans for
the set, overseeing projects
and constructing and design-

Epic "Spore" game entails virtual
reality in extraterrestrial lands
perils to avoid.
student reporter
As the player navigates
the dangers of the world,
his or her creature slowly
Will Wright, creator of
develops its brain until it besuch wildly popular games
comes smart enough to form
as the "SimCity" series and
a rudimentary tribe of its
"The Sims," and co-founder
own kind. At this point, the
of the "Maxis" company,
player must run his or her
has just released his latest
tribe of creatures to ensure
groundbreaking masterpiece
their growth and happiness.
to the public: a game entitled
When they collect
"Spore," which he coyly refers
enough natural resources and
to as "SimEverything."
ally with or conquer enough
Citing various sources
of the other tribes around
of inspiration including the
them, the player gets to help
SETI project, silly putty, the
short documentary film "Pow- his or her creatures design
ers ofTen," the Russian Space and build their first city.
When the player reaches
Program, Care Bears and his
this stage, he or she no lonongoing fascination with the
ger has direct control over
blossoming scientific discithe creatures, but instead
pline of astrobiology, Wright
gets to build and deploy vehas composed a game that is
hicles to find other cities and
truly epic in scope.
either form alliances with or
The game begins as a waywage war against them.
ward meteorite plunges into
Upon conquering the enan alien tide pool, depositing
tire planet, the player's gratea microscopic cell, which the
ful citizens help him or her
player controls as it eventually
grows and develops its way out construct a spaceship and set
off to explore the stars.
of the water and onto dry land.
In doing so, the player
Once there, the player
will get to enact all kinds of
must struggle to survive on
classic science fiction scenara vast continent filled with
ios such as galactic warfare,
both resources to use and
By DREW SPICKES
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You are invited to attend
the Grand Opening Event
for the COP-PA K.ettle!

extraterrestrial terraforming, alien abduction, alliance
formation and trade with
other empires, and plain old
exploration of the galaxy.
If that doesn't sound
impressive enough, that's not
all. In "Spore," each player is
also the creative mastermind
behind his or her world.
Included in the game are
different "creators" that allow
you to build and edit each
different part of the game:
cells, creatures, clothing,
buildings, vehicles, spaceships and planets.
These creators are incorporated seamlessly into the
formal game, but they are an
entire game in themselves and
can be independently accessed
from the main menu.
Giving players so much
creative freedom is a daunting
task for any development studio, but the "Spore" team has
delivered an experience that
allows the player to go from
zero to a unique and wonderful creation in, as Wright says,
"as few as 20 clicks."
Ifyou care to take him up
on his offer, you can download
the trial version of the "Spore
Creature Creator" as a standalone game at www.spore.com.
Using this tool, you can
create a creature and watch
as it moves around, laughs,
dances, sings, roars and poses
on either your PC or Mac.
The "Creature Creator"
has been available since midJune, and players around the
world have created more
than 20 million unique creations since then.
But that's still not all.
Not only are there millions
of players creating millions

upon millions of pieces of
content, but the development team has set up a
massive Internet database
to which users can upload
content if they choose.
This content is then
selectively downloaded by
the game to populate your
worlds. Don't worry; you
can filter this content as you
please and choose which of
your own creations other
people can download.
You can also interact with
other players from around
the world by commenting on
their creations and sharing them with your friends,
much like a YouTube video or
Flickr album. This uploading, downloading and sharing
process has led Wright to call
the game a "massively singleplayer online game."
Despite its successes,
"Spore" is not without its
fair share of controversies
- the largest of which is a
widespread outcry over the
Digital Rights Management
Software, SecuROM, that
comes with the game and
imposes draconian restrictions on both the software
content of your machine and
the number of times you are
allowed to install the game
- but overall the game is a
breath of fresh air in a world
where game development
is dominated by big-budget
sequels and innovation is
purposefully avoided.
After experiencing the
game, one is left wondering
about what is hidden beyond
the next alien horizon
and pondering the larger
question: "What will Will
Wright come up with next?"

Thursday, Septermber 25
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Located in the new Center for Health Sciences building
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ing the set.
"I encourage people to
do good work, and I try to
mentor others as I see fit,"
Rousseau said.
The set for "Oklahoma"
contains more than 10 pieces
that are configured in various
ways throughout the show
to create an assortment of
backgrounds. Included in
these configurations are five
schoolhouse pieces to show
the stages of construction of
a single schoolhouse as the
show progresses.
Other large pieces include

a water tower and a windmill.
The set seems to be
progressing on schedule for
Homecoming, which is
Oct. 23-25. Tickets for "Oklahoma" become available Sept.
17 online and in the Benson.
As opening night approaches, Rousseau and the
other members of the technical crew continue working
toward their final goal: a
completed set.
"I don't have a theory; I
fly by the seat of my pants,"
Rousseau said. "Done is
good."
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Residing in God's blessings
By CARA GUGLIEMON
copy ed itor

"Something happened in [James']
life where he got so mad he got
angry at God," Suzanne said. "We
Suzanne Staggs sings as she mops used to go to church as a family, but
then ... he stopped going, and he
the Harding University cafeteria
didn't want us to go without him, so
floor, smiling: "Cinderella, Cinone thing led to another, ... and we
derella. Someday my pumpkin will
hadn't been to church in four years."
come. n She has a reason to be happy,
A few more years later and the
but it's not exactly a typical one.
She's downsizing - and I mean way cancer came. Driving home from
work one day, James felt so sick he
down. Near the end of October, she
had to stop midway at Suzanne's
plans to leave her large, four-level
sister's house. He didn't know what
home in Pangburn and move with
was wrong, but she wasn't home and
her husband and two children into
the pain was so bad that he lay in her
a brand new, albeit much smaller,
yard "with a hose on him," Suzanne
one-story, three bedroom, two bath
said. When he finally made it home,
structure. But Staggs doesn't see this
it was off to the emergency room
as a downgrade.
where the doctors diagnosed him
Staggs, a longtime employee in
with colon cancer. Two days later he
H arding's cafeteria, said the Habitat
had successful surgery. Then came
for Humanity house being built for
rounds of chemo.
her family will relieve her husband
"He worked the whole time
of his struggles to get around their
four-story home. James, her husband he took chemo, which is amazing,
because usually you're too sick [and]
of nearly 21 years, has been fighting
too weak to work," Suzanne said. But
cancer since January of 2006 and,
her husband pushed himself, because
this past February, was not given
he wanted to support his family.
much time to live. But he's still here.
Soon the port inserted in James'
Since 2006, he has also battled a
chest through which he received
stoma (hole) in his intestines and
chemo started to annoy him at work.
currently struggles with methicillinresistant Staphylococcus epidermidis He wanted it removed. So, the doctors prepared to remove it by doing a
(a staph infection that can be life
routine PET scan to ensure that the
threatening and become chronic).
cancer was gone.
Suzanne cares for him the best she
It wasn't.
can while balancing her work schedJames was sent to the University
ule and raising her two children,
of Arkansas fo r M edical Sciences'
Kadie, 12, and Will, 18.
Medical Center in Little Rock.
Their story didn't start out this
What the doctors found wasn't good.
way. In fact, it began more like an
ideal romance.
When Suzanne was still
living in her
home state of
Pennsylvania 22
years ago, she
unexpectedly
won $1,000
dollars in a
church raffle.
Single and not
having seen her
sister, brotherin-law and their
kids fo r three
years, the first
thing she did
was purchase a
plane ticket and
While Suzanne said sh e was blessed
fly straight to Arkansas where her
to have the General of Oncology
sister's family lived.
(considered one of the best in his
That singleness didn't last long.
field in Arkansas) operate on her
The second day into her Arkansan
husband, and while the surgical
journey, she met her future husband.
team removed a tumor,James had
"It was funny because the first
hundreds of tiny tumors, which
time I went out with him ... when
the doctors couldn't remove, on his
I came back home, my sister said,
stomach lining. After the surgery, the
'W ell how was your date with
doctors told Suzanne her husband
James?"' Suzanne said. "I said, 'Well,
wouldn't have long to live.
we're getting married, but he doesn't
"I knew if my husband knew how
know it yet .. .. I've met the right
bad his situation was, he'd give up, so
one. "'
I kept that from him," she said.
The couple was married a year
That was in February. Before
and a half later. Suzanne moved to
Arkansas with her new husband and James' incision healed from the
surgery, liquid started seeping
everything, in general, was going
through it. This time it was a hole in
along well. Then something haphis intestines. D octors had to apply a
pened that brought tension into the
pouch to the outside of his body near
mix.

the wound to catch the liquid. Now,
likely be finished near the end of
since his digestive track had a hole in October.
Though the house problem is
it, James couldn't eat anything except
ice chips and could only drink water. solved, bills are still a struggle to
His nutrients would come from liqpay, Suzanne said. But one group
uid transported to his body through
of Harding Students, led by Kristin
an intravenous line.
Mueller, took a collection for the
Throughout Suzanne's vigil caring Staggs and recently presented them
for her husband and raising her chil- with the gift.
dren, she prayed for
her husband's return
to belief in God.
"I used to tell him,
'You know James, the
Lord is dealing with
you,"' she said. "''1he
Lord keeps opening
up these doors and
you keep shutting
them. I want you to
know who H e is."'
Suzanne'sprayer
were not in vain..
"H e just all of a
sudden saw the light,"
she said . "And he told
me that he wanted to
pray together and that
When she showed the collection
he wanted to talk about Jesus. And
to h er husband, he "couldn't believe
we prayed together. And he wanted
it," she said.
me to educate him. And it was
something I had hoped for for a lot
Some H arding students even
attended James' birthday party Sept.
of years. It was awesome."
Yet problems were not over.
5 to encourage the family. Spending time with Suzanne's children
With James unable to work as
and singing James his favorite
his chemo treatments became
song, "Amazing G race," the group
stronger, medical bills piling up
"brought so much joy to him, n
and Suzanne working five days a
Suzanne said.
week to support her family, money
Suzanne said even with her husbecame scarce. Suzanne said on
band now sharing her faith and with
top of everything, with
all the encouragement of friends and
a mortgage still to pay,
she didn't know h ow she the promise of her new house, her
daily life is as challenging as ever.
was going to pay all the
D aily, she does "all the things you
bills.
But again, somewould do fo r a sleeping person" fo r
her husband, she said. Bathing him,
thing came through
cleaning and refreshing his stomach
for her family. H er son
wound and the bag, grabbing her
had joined Pangburn's
chapter of Future
now-prepared bag of essentials and
Business Leaders of
bedding and rushing to the hospital
America that was work- on a moment's notice and living
with him for weeks at a time in the
ing with Habitat for
hospital: all arve now part of her
Humanity. His teacher,
Janet Reaper, who also
routine. More than a husband, James
attended Suzanne's
has become like a child to Suzanne
congregation, contacted as she has taken on the nurturing
Suzanne and suggested
mother role fo r him, she said.
she apply for a H abitat
She said she laments that she can
house. Suzanne squeezed rarely cook for her children, since
her application in right before the
almost all food smells bother James.
deadline anvd was amazed when she
Fed through a tube to get the nutriwas chosen as the house's recipient.
ents he needs, he himself hasn't eaten
in eight months.
"They choose [my application]
out ofl don't know how many, ...
During a recent hospital stay for
and I poured out my heart in a letchemo treatments, James caught
ter," she said.
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
By partnering with H abitat,
epidermidis, a staph infection that
Suzanne and her family will receive
can be life threatening and become
a home loan interest free for 20
chronic.
years, a mortgage of about S300 a
"About every 14 to 21 days, he
month (about S350 cheaper than
gets deathly sick; his fever goes up to
the mortgage she currently pays),
like 108 degrees and he gets hot and
a house in Pangburn built through
hallucinates, and I have to take him
to the hospital," Suzanne said.
free labor and (as she highlighted)
the added bonus of only one level
The feeding line implanted in
fo r her husband to navigate. The
James' chest becomes infected, and
doctors remove it from one side of
house's groundbreaking was in July,
his chest to surgically implant it in
construction on walls was scheduled
to begin Thursday and the house will the other.

"I want to sincere{y tliank a{{ of

you for tlie yrayers, liugs, smifes
and {ove offering."
}four friend in Clirist,
Suzanne Staggs

"So when we're not in the
hospital taking chemo, we're in the
hospital with staph," Suzanne said.
James' struggle with cancer isn't
over. He will receive chemo through
November while his oncologist
searches for a surgeon who will
agree to examine James. The doctors want to do surgery to observe
James' intestines,
making sure he has
n o blockage and
trying to ascertain
the problem. And
he just returned
ho~e from the
hospital Tuesday.
But Suzanne isn't
giving up.
"The doctor told
me the other day
that it's gonna take
a miracle to fo< him
to where he has a
quality life again,"
she said. "H e said
not a miracle from
me, or a miracle
from James, but a miracle from God.
It could happen. If [He sends] the
right person who knows what they're
doing.
"I think it's possible that
he can be fixed and I think it's
possible that [God] can send
the right doctor ... because you
know what, we're talking about a
man who's lost everything. We're
talking about a man who used to
work SO to 60 hours a week and
come home and play with his
kids, but now he can't even go out
and get the mail."
Through her intense dedication to h er husband and family, it
is obvious that Suzanne's relationship with her family has grown,
not suffered, through nearly two
years of her husband's illnesses.
As she recounted James' recent
words to her, her eyes filled with
tears.
"He told me the other day that
he was very proud of me, because
I was keeping the household
together," she said.
The won't go to sleep without praying together before bed
- even if only a telephone call
connects Suzanne at home to
James in the hospital.
Although Suzanne's life isn't
(yet) a fairytale with a fairy
godmother waving her wand to
t ransform the pumpkin situation
into something dazzling, she said
it is good.
"We're OK, because we have
God, n Suzanne said. "Whatever
God has in His plan, you just have
to accept it. It's not always what
you want. But God might have
something else out there for me.
I don't kn ow his plan for me. But
that's all I know right now: go
to work, come home, take care of
everybody, go to sleep and get up
and come here again. But everyt hing is good when you know
God ."

